RETREAT Magazine's Issue #18 has Launched
Cara Santana Graces the Cover of Retreat Magazine's Issue #18

Retreat Magazine has announced the launch of Issue #18, featuring cover girl and muse, Cara Santana, photographed by Filbert Kung. The actress,
producer and our favourite “it-girl” goes heart-to-heart with Retreat on finding happiness in today’s world. Check out our interview with Cara and head
to retreatmag.com for a behind the scenes look at her Beverly Hills cover shoot!

Ahh, travel. In a time of uncertainty, you may have needed to postpone your vacation and are now dreaming of packing your bags to escape
somewhere fabulous. Whether you’re daydreaming of a sunny getaway or looking for stylish destinations to touch down in, this issue of Retreat is your
go-to for wanderlust inspiration. With so many delicious vacation trends, now is the perfect time to dream and plan ahead.

In the age of wellness-is-the-new-luxury, we have the best spa destinations for a vacation with purpose that will relieve all the stress of today’s
uncertainty. We also have the perfect insider guide to the season’s most exciting style and beauty trends all topped off with tips on how to faux your
glow at home. We have also rounded up some of our favourite style-setters for all the inspiration you’ll need to get you through cabin fever.

If you’re looking for more, we have created a YouTube channel highlighting the beauty, luxury and activities that you can experience at luxury hotels
worldwide -- all from the comfort of your own home. Featuring stunning spas, architecture, world-class amenities and fine-dining, these virtual
experiences offer an exceptional way to discover and sample new destinations daily. And if you haven’t yet picked up our coffee table book,
POOLSIDE: The World's Most Extraordinary Hotel Pools, we have a Special Edition on sale now! Head to retreatshops.com or Amazon and get ready
to dive into the world's most awe-inspiring spots to take a dip.

View Issue #18's Coverage Here!
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